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Allison unknown(5-21)
 
the truth about me is in my poems
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Bird Is Ready To Leave
 
love is a part of life
magical feeling thats apart of your heart
it comes and goes just like a bird that
becomes an adult who is ready to leave home
 
we are not ready to leave home
but
we sure can make it
if not we will fly back home
and ask for help
even though we grow old
things can stay between us
nothing can change that moment were we hatch
from our eggs
and grow to fly away from home
 
Allison unknown
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Death Of A Friend
 
the halls are filled with people laughing
smiling
knowing the pain rises through me
walking slow i grabed my shirt
tears flow slowly
difference between the heart of a life
and
the heart of a soul
has passed through my vains
the death of a one you love
hasnt complete a life
you cry
i cry
the moment when you see the face of a soul that rises to the skys
has a moment of time where you
can make a difference
to that one watching over you
when you know
that a dream has left
you can never
know
what is to be wrong
the face i lye awake staring at
is gone the memories has past but the forgetness
is never forgotten
 
 
 
 
 
 
(my love has left the earth but is now in my heart and is never to be forgotten)
 
Allison unknown
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Ending Relationship
 
the memories
the secrets
all the time we spent together
gone like dirt washed away
never did i once back down
until that day
 
i saw the girl
i knew the part
the lie's and smell
you brought back here
i knew from the start
that
long distance isnt the start
 
Allison unknown
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I Love You Dear
 
Your the only guy that i can trust
Love
and say i love you dear
write me a story how we met and ill write one to
that comes to mind every minute every moment
I love you dear
you saved my life
you've opened my eyes to so many million things in your way
Theres one way to get to you is love never fades
I'll do anything
I love you dear
 
Allison unknown
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Love Thee
 
You make me smile like a thousand suns
You make life an easier place to be
Your love, heart, and soul showed me the way
You keep me safe down in your arms
The vains peel through your skin like a lightning bolt
And yet
I never know what you really want
The hurt burns like fire
The hurt stings like knifes
My heart is stabed
Broken in pieces
But still
There's never a moment of silence without thoughts of you
Love what a word
What a thought
Your kisses so sweet like you
Your heart so loving you can't break through
But do I love thee?
Yes
More than light
More than life!
I hold my words down under
Does he see what I feel?
No pain can hold me down
Love is most powerful...
 
Allison unknown
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Mixtures
 
Life is a secret that no buddy can tell
music is a wonderland of serious thought
many things of secret memories is never forgotten
when the trust of the open mind is away of thought
 
Sensable thought can say wide things
hurtfull dreams are away
brushed far and wide
the sweet kind heart in the mind
but
a nasty winder of laugh and smile
can brake the trust of yours and mine
 
Allison unknown
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Not A Mistake
 
the life i wish to be
happens to be with me
fame
fortune
and books
all the dream a girl to have
my dreams have crushed
down the drain
my heart poors for my dear
tears run down my face
did i make a mistake?
the larger it gets
the more people know
the life in me
is a mistake i wish to take away
but
did i wrong think
this memorie of dreams
yes
the one night
i wish i could
see the world
better then this
people stare laugh and mock
as the see me in the halls
bouncing the tummy all around
but that day at the hostpital
a new dream began to rise
 
Allison unknown
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That Guy
 
That guy
makes me wanna sing
makes me wanna laugh
makes me feel safe
That guy
can sense when im sad
sense when i really need him
sense the way when i dont wanna be
That guy
holds me tight when im scared
holds my hands to make me warm
and holds my heart like love
That guy
knows what i like
knows what i care for
knows me
That guy
i know
i care
i love
That guy
 
Allison unknown
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